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Our last note (which may be accessed here) highlighted the importance of effectively negotiating 
exclusions to Operating Expenses and offered examples of some exclusions that, if not properly  
negotiated, can significantly impact the tenant’s bottom line. 

This note focuses on another important exclusion from its lease that every tenant must aggressively negotiate to obtain, in 
some form. This important exclusion is the Capital Expenses exclusion. It is fair to say that of all the exclusions to Operating 
Expenses, this is the single most important one because it is the one with the most money at stake.

If you are leasing office space in a building, what costs would you expect to pay for?

Landlord’s cost for adding additional floors to the building – that is absurd

Landlord’s cost for renovating the building’s common lobby – no

Landlord’s cost for upgrading building systems to make the building more energy efficient (e.g., smart elevators. LEED 
certification) – not really

Landlord’s cost for replacing the elevator cables – well, maybe

Each of the above are examples of costs that can be capitalized. (Interestingly, many leases will not define the word “capital,” 
leaving the determination to Landlord’s discretion. We suggest that tenants insist that the landlord pick some standard such as 
GAAP or the Internal Revenue Code.) But, it is clear that not all capital costs are equal. 

In our experience, a successful negotiation of the Capital Expenses exclusion should result in the inclusion of only the 
following two types of capital improvements/items:

  (x) any capital improvement, the installation of which commenced after the commencement date of the tenant’s lease, 
which improvement was intended to reduce Operating Expenses, and, in such case, only to the extent of the actual 
reduction that the landlord demonstrates to the tenant (By way of example: Suppose the annual cost of maintenance and 
repairs associated with the elevator cables is $100,000. If it costs the landlord $500,000 to install new elevator cables but 
the annual maintenance and repair costs associated with such new elevator cables are still $100,000, then the landlord 
would not be able to pass through to the tenant the cost of such new elevator cables because there are no actual savings 
in Operating Expenses that resulted from replacing the elevator cables. However, if it costs the landlord $500,000 to install 
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new elevator cables, and the annual maintenance and repair costs associated with such elevator cables is now $75,000, 
then landlord would be able to pass through to the tenant such tenant’s proportionate share of the cost of the new elevator 
cables to the extent of the actual annual savings, until either the cost of the new cables has been recovered or the useful life 
of the new cables has ended, whichever is earlier.), or 
 
(y) any capital improvement, the installation of which is required to comply with any laws first enacted after the 
commencement date of the tenant’s lease.

The costs of (x) and (y) above would be amortized over the “useful life” of the improvements together with interest on the 
unamortized amount. Here, again, most leases do not define the standard for determining the appropriate length of the useful 
life. We suggest that tenants insist on either the longest useful life as defined in the Internal Revenue Code or the longest useful 
life based on the current Marshall & Swift publication. Tenants should also negotiate the amount of the interest rate. 
 
In extremely rare circumstances, a tenant might persuade the landlord to agree to a monetary cap or agree that only costs that 
have been pre-approved by the tenant can be passed through. In rarer circumstances still (like endangered species rare), a tenant 
might be able to completely exclude capital expenses from Operating Expenses. 

If a tenant overlooks the importance of negotiating the Capital Expenses exclusion, it will be on the hook for costs that may 
dramatically impact the tenant’s bottom line and the value of its lease. 

In the next note we will discuss the importance of having a provision in the lease which entitles the tenant to review landlord’s 
books and records with respect to operating expenses—the goal being to keep the landlord honest! 

This Client Alert is a source of general information for clients and friends of Ingram Yuzek Gainen Carroll & Bertolotti, LLP.  
Its content should not be construed as legal advice, and readers should not act upon the information in this Bulletin without 
consulting counsel.
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